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ABSTRACT 
In the present paper we present criteria for uniform convexity of Orlicz spaces in the case of a 
nonatomic measure as well as in the case of a purely atomic measure. 
0, In the following, let R be the set of real numbers and N the set of natural 
numbers. By (T,Z, p) we denote a measure space, where Z: is a a-algebra of 
subsets of an arbitrary set T and ,u is a nonnegative measure on Z. Let 
cp : R+ 10, + 03) be an even convex function such that ~(0) = 0. If A(R) is the 
family of all real measurable functions, then the functional IV : A(R) --) [0, + G=], 
defined by 
where XE A(R), is a pseudomodular [8] (or a modular [9]). We can define the 
modular space L,, called an Orlicz space. The space L, is the family of all 
x E A(R) for which I,(kx) < 00 for some k> 0, dependent on x. The functional 
[lx/ co = inf {E >0 : 1,+,(x/~) I 1) defined on the whole of A(R), is a norm on L,, 
the so-called Luxemburg norm [6]. The function 9 is said to satisfy the 
condition (~5,) if there exist two constants a >0, k>O such that p(a) > 0 and 
q$2u)1 kp(u) for all I u I sa. The function (p satisfies the condition (42) if there 
are two constants b >O, k> 0 such that ~(224) s k&u) for every lu 1 1 b. If the 
function v, satisfies both conditions, then we say that the condition (&,A,) 
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holds, i.e. I I kp(u) for some k>O and each u E R [6]. Let us note that if bp 
fulfils the condition (~3~) [or (d2)], then for every al > a[bl <b, p(b,) > 0] there is 
akl>O such that cp(2u)lk,p(u) for all Iu] Ial [lul rb,]. 
The function 9 is strictly convex, if 
Z.d+lJ 
cp 2 6) 
< 4w + cp(u) 
2 
for all U, DE R, M # u. The function ~0 is said to be uniformly convex on the 
whole of R if for every a E (0,l) there exists a 6(a) E (0,l) such that 
(0.1) SC1 - &a)) ~~04 + NN 2 
for each u E R, b E [0, a], [6]. The function p is said to be uniformly convex for 
“small u” [“large u”], if there exists a c>O [d>O] such that for all a E (0,l) 
there exists a 6(a) E (0,l) such that the inequality (0.1) holds for ( u 1 I c[ 1 u 1 1 d], 
bE [O,a]. 
By [I], it is known that the above properties are equivalent to the following 
ones: 
The function cp is uniformly convex on the whole of R [for “small u”, “large 
u”] if for all a E (0,l) there exists 6(a) E (0,l) such that 
CP ( > 
M4 + da@4 y 5(1-6(a)) 2 
for each MER [lul SC, IuI rd]. 
Let us remark that if p is uniformly convex for “small U” [“large u”] and it 
is strictly convex, then for all cl >c[d, cd] and all aE (0,l) there exists a 
6(a) E (0,l) such that the inequality (0.1) holds for each I u 1 I cr[ I u 1 >d,], 
bE [O,a]. 
A Banach space (X, 11 11) is said to be uniformly convex if for each E > 0 there 
exists a P(E)E(O, 1) such that llxl] = IIyII = 1, IIx-v]/ >E imply /(x+y)/2I] I 
1s 1 -P(E). Similarly, we say that the modular IP is uniformly convex, if for 
every E > 0 there exists aP(.s) E (0,l) such that I,(x) = I,o) = 1, &(x--y) 2 E imply 
4&+~)/2)51 --P(C), El. 
0. PROPOSITION. If q satisfies one of the following conditions (i) (&A2) if 
pT= 00 and p is atomless, (ii) (AZ) if pT< w and p is atomless, (iii) (~5~) if p is 
purely atomic, then 
(1) ~v(x~IIx~ll)= 1 for each xeLo (141, PI, NW, 
(2) ifp(u)>Ofor u#O then &,(x)+0, iff ~~x(Ip-+O (this means that the modular 
convergence is equivalent to the norm convergence) ([2], [3], [S]). 
1. LEMMA. The Orlicz space L, is uniformly convex iff the modular I+, is 
uniformly convex and q satisfies one of the conditions (i), (ii) or (iii) from the 
above proposition. 
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PROOF. Uniform convexity of L, implies strict convexity of L,. Hence, by 
the theorems on strict convexity in the papers [4], [lo], the conditions (i), (ii), 
(iii) are fulfilled. Now, let I,(x) = I,(y) = 1 and IV(x - y) 2 E, for E > 0. Then, by 
(2) in Proposition 0, there exists Ed >0 such that 11x-y 11 cp ZE,(E). Hence 
(1 (x +y)/2 1) (o I 1 -a(e) for some P(E) >O. Therefore 
Thus, the modular rca is uniformly convex. 
To prove the converse, we will first show that for every E >O there exists 
V(E) >0 such that I,(x) I 1 - e implies 11x)/ rp I 1 - V(E). In the case of (i), this fact 
was proved by Luxemburg [6], Now, let p have the property (AZ) and pT< 00, 
Suppose that there exists, a sequence (x,) such that 1,(x,) I 1 - E for all n EN 
and l/x,lcofl. Putting c,* = IIxnIIrp we get I,(c,,x~) = 1 for all n E N, by (1) in the 
above proposition. But 
1 = &?%) 5 (G - 1 N+mn) + (2 - cf7Y,(x/?) 5
I (c, - I)#( 1 - E) + (p(2b)pT) + (2 - c&l - E), 
where k, b are two constants from (AZ), which contradicts with E >O. In the case 
of (iii) the proof is similar. 
NW let II&= IIYII~= 1 and I/x-YII (pz E, for e>O. Then I,(x) =1,(y) = 1 and 
1,(x-y) ME, for some s,(e) >0, by Proposition 0. There exists a P(E) >O 
such that I,((x+y)/2)< 1 -p(e) from the uniform convexity of IV. Thus 
II (x+y)/2 II V < 1 - q(E) for some q(E) ~0, which is the desired result. 
2. LEMMA. If p is uniformiy convex for “large u” [ %nall u”], then for 
every E > 0 there exists a P(E) > 0 such that 
for all u, u satisfying Iu--D[ZE max (1~1, 101) and max (1~1, lol)zd 
Imax (lul, lul)=l. 
PROOF. Let p be uniformly convex for “large u”. Assume additionally 
u>u>O. Then uzd and u-vzeu. Hence (D/u)I~-E. Writing a=l-c and 
b = u/u we have, by (0. I) 
Putting P(E) =6(a) we get the desired inequality. In all remaining cases the 
proof is similar. 
1. W.A.J. Luxemburg gave in [6] a sufficient condition for the uniform 
convexity of L,, if p is atomless. In the next theorem we give necessary and 
sufficient conditions for this property. 
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3. THEOREM. Let the measure p be atomless. 
I. hT= m. The space L, is uniformly canvex iff the function 9 is uniformly 
convex on the whole of R and satisfies the condition (&, Al). 
II. ~T<cQ. The space L, is uniformly convex iff the function 9 is strictly 
convex, uniformly convex for “large u” and satisfies the condition (A,). 
PROOF. Sufficiency. In the case I the proof of sufficiency was given by 
Luxemburg in [6]. Let pT< 00. By Lemma 1, it is enough to show the uniform 
convexity of IV. Let then I,(x) = I,(y) = 1 and &(x-y) 1 e, for 0 < E c 1. Since 9 
is strictly convex and satisfies (At), we may find a cl ~0 such that p(2cl)pT< 
<E/& such that the inequality (0.1) is satisfied for 1 u / 2 cl and 
(3.1) (Pm) 5 k9W + Pm,) 
holds for all u E R. Let 
T, ={t~ T: Ix(t)-y(t)1 2 
zW4) max tl-Wl, luU)l) A max (IWI, lytt)Ik~d. 
Then, by Lemma 2, there exists a P(E) >0 such that 
for all t E T,. Hence 
If te T\T,, then 
9(x(t) -Y(O) 52 W4)(9W)) + 9(Y(f))) 
or 
9(x(t)-y(t))s9(2 max ((x(t)j, ]r(t))))~9(2ci). 
so 
I,t(x-~)Xr\r,)~&/2+9(2C,)~T<(5/8)&. 
But since 1,(x-y) ZE, we have I,((x- y)xr,) 2 (3/8)e and using (3.1) we get 
(3/W 5 &o(tx - Y)XT,) 5 W2)(I,t%$ + &(YxT,)) + .5/g. 
Hence and by (3.2) we obtain I,((x+ y)/2) I 1 -p(e)e/4k, which is the desired 
result. 
Necessity. In both cases I and II the conditions (&, AZ) and (AZ), respectively, 
are fulfilled [lo]. The strict convexity of 9 also results from [IO]. 
AssumepT< 00 and let 9 fail to be uniformly convex for “large U” i.e. for all 
d > 0 there is an a E (0,l) such that for all 6 E (0,l) there exists a number ug 1 d 
satisfying 
(3.3) 9 
( > 
ua:au, >(l - 6) 9w yau). 
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Let d>O be chosen in such a manner that p(ad)pTr2. One can find sets Ad, 
Bd E Z such that Ad n& = 0, r(LA6 = ,uBa and 
(3.4) cP(ua) + &w))M 6 = 1. 
Define x6 = &xAd f aUdXB6, yJ = U&, + au&,. SO, We get 
&((xd -Y.&T 1 - 4) = ok&-% + dQN3 2 1 9 
by (3.4). Hence IIx~-~~II~- ) 1 -a. Moreover, we have 
I,<<xd + ~8)/2( 1 - 4) 2 (14 1 - W,((XS + u8)/2) 2 (ul(ud) + aWdh& = 1 9 
by (3.3) and (3.4). Hence II(x~+~~)/~I)~z 1 - 6. Putting E = 1 -a we obtain a 
contradiction with the uniform convexity of L,, since 11~ I( V = llyb II+, = 1. Under 
the assumption ,uT= 00, the proof is similar. 
REMARK. H. Milnes in [7] found necessary and sufficient conditions for 
uniform convexity of L,, under the Orlicz norm, in the case of atomless 
measure. W. Akimovic [l] has shown that the conditions contained in Milnes’ 
paper are equivalent to the same conditions as in the above theorem. Thus, the 
space L, is uniformly convex under the Luxemburg norm iff it is uniformly 
convex under the Orlicz norm, in the case of an atomless measure. 
2. Now, assume the measure p to be purely atomic, i.e., T is the union of 
countably many atoms. These atoms can be identified with the natural 
numbers. So, let T= N and suppose p{ n} = 1 for each n E N. If a sequence 
‘x = (x,) is an element of L,, then I,(x) = C ,,? i ~(x,,). Before proving the main 
theorem of this part, we will give some Lemmas. 
4. LEMMA. Let (X, I/ II) b e a Banach space. Suppose f : X+ [0, + 00) is a 
convex function satisfying the following conditions 
(1) //xl/ 5 1 impfiesf(x)Il forxEX, 
(2) there is a k > 0 such that if f(x) I 1, then f(2x) I k f(x). Then f is uniformly 
continuous in the baliK(O,l)= {VEX: /lxl[ 5 1). 
PROOF. IfyEK(O,l) and z~K(y,+)= (zEX: Ilz-y II r+>, then 
f(z) =f(Qy + Mz -Y)) 5 3k f(y) + +fV(z -Y)) 5 +k + +, 
by (2) and (l), since 2(2-y) E K(0, 1). Define gY(x) =flx+y) -f(y). It is enough 
to show the continuity of gv in zero, uniformly with respect to y~K(0,l). Let 
XEK(O,+). Putting c=+k+ t, we get JgJx) I SC for all YE K(0, 1). Now, let 
0 <E < 1 be arbitrary. If XE K(0, E/~c), then 
gy(x) s WCky(W)X) 52 E, 
since (C/E)XE K(0, 3). Moreover, 
0 = g,(O) = g,(( l/( 1 + &/C))X + ((&/C)/( 1 + &/C))(( - C/&)X) I
I (1 /( 1 + &/C))gJX) + ((&/C)/( 1 + &/C))gy(( - C/&)X). 
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Hence, for XE K(0, ~12~) we obtain 
g,(x) 2 ( - dc)gy(( - C/&)X) 1 - E. 
Thus 1 g,(x) 1 5 E for all x E K(0, e/2@ and every y E K(0, l), which finishes the 
proof. 
5. LEMMA. If 6 satisfies the condition (6,), then for every E > 0 there is a 
6 > 0 such that IJx - y) < 6 implies 1 I,(x) - I,(y) 1 < E for all x E L, and every 
yEK,(O,l)={zEL,: Ilsll,Il}={zELc,:Ibo(Z)I1}. 
PROOF. The modular I, fulfils the conditions (1) and (2) from Lemma 4. 
Indeed, since p satisfies (&), we have y1(2u) I@@) for some k>O and for all 
1 u I I uo, where &uo) = 1. Hence the condition (2) follows easily. The condition 
(1) is evident by the definition of 11 11 V. Thus IV is uniformly continuous in the 
ball &&JO, 1). Using (2) of Proposition 0 we find that for every E >0 there is a 
S > 0 such that I,(z) I S implies llz II (p I E. The uniform continuity of &, and the 
above remark give the desired result. 
6. LEMMA. Let ui, ui E R, i = 1,2 and 1.4~ < u1 < u1 < u2. If cp is strictly convex 
on the segment [ul, u,] then there exists O<p< 1 such that 
u+u l-p 
v, 2 b-J -=- (Gw + P(U)) -2 
for all u E [u2, u,] and u E [ul, 0~1. 
PROOF. Writing 
go4 u) = 24w + w9 PO4 + cpw 
we get g(u, u) < 1 for all u E [u2, ul], u E [ul, y], by the strict convexity of cp, Since 
g is uniformly continuous on [u2, ur] x [or, u2], we have 
max {g(u, 0) : 0.4 0) E EUZ,UJ x WI, 021) = 4 < 1. 
Putting p = 1 - q, we get the desired inequality. 
7. THEOREM. In the case of a purely atomic measure the space L, is 
uniform/y convex iff p is strictly convex on the segment { - uo, uo], where 
p(uo) = 4, v, is uniformly convex for “small u” and satisfies the condition (~5~). 
REMARK. Note that the uniform convexity for “small u” and the strict 
convexity of p on [ - uo, uo] are equivalent to the following: for each a E (0,l) 
there exists a 6(a) E (0,l) such that the inequality (0.1) holds for I u 1 I uo, 
b E [0, a]. Consequently, the condition in the theorem may be formulated by 
saying that cp must be uniformly convex on the fixed segment [ - u,, uo], where 
Wo) = t-. 
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PROOF. Sufficiency. By the above Remark, assume cp satisfies the condition 
(~5,) and the inequality (0.1) for all 1 u 1 I uo, In virtue of Lemma 1, it is enough 
to show the uniform convexity of IP. Let then I,(x) = I,(y) = 1 and I&-y) 2 E, 
where x=(x,), y= Cv,), 0~ ES 1. There exist at most two indices i, je N such 
that q(xJ >), and PO;.) > +. Suppose i#j (in the case of i= j the proof is 
analogous, but simpler). Thus, without loss of generality it can be assumed that 
rp(x,) > +, &y2) >+. Hence &vr) < f, &xz)< 4. Let 6 be the number from 
Lemma 5 for e/4. There exists an i > 2 such that ED- ’ < 6. 
Note that we may limit ourselves to elements xi, yi, i= 1,2, of equal sign. 
Indeed, let for example x1 < 0, yI > 0. Then using Lemma 6 for u1 = - u,, u1 = 0, 
u2 = - uo, u2 = u. (where duo) = 3, (p(uo) = 1) we will find p >0 such that 
Hence 
I,(@ + YVQ 5 (1 - PM-?) + &Y, IV2 + (1 - C?(.% W2 + 
+ (1 - 9(X9)/2 = 1 -p(q7(..q) + &y1))/2 I 1 -p/4, 
since I >+. Thus, in this case IP is uniformly convex. 
Next, since ~0 is even we can also assume that Xi, i= 1,2, are nonnegative. In 
the following, we will consider some cases. 
I. Suppose &yl) I + - e/2’+ I, &x2) 5 + - z/2’+ I. By Lemma 6, applied to 
l.i1= (o- I(+ - E/2’+ ‘1, 01 = 2.40, u2 =0, 02 = uo, there is a pr(.s)>O such that 
(7.1) v3 xT s(l -P1(E)) ~(xi)~a(YJ 
( > 
for i= 1,2. Let 
E=(nfl,2: Ix,-y,I z(e/4) max (Ix,/, Iy&>. 
Then, from Lemma 2 there is a P?(E) > 0 such that 
cp ( > 
x* 1(1 -pz(&)) PW + P(YJ 2 
for all n EE. Hence, putting P(E) = min (p,(~),p~(~)) we get 
(7.2) I,((x+y)/2) 52 1 - P(G( .“; 2) ~kl~ + dYnW2. 
If neEU(I,2}, then /x,-y,1 <(e/4) max (1x,1, Iy,l). Thus 
Hence, by the assumption 1,(x-y) > E, we find C EU (~1 cp(x, - y,) > e/2. Now, 
using the (S2) condition we get 
E/2 < E”$ *) &n -Yn) 5 um”5 *) (P(XrJ + &YrJ). 
Then, by (7.2) it follows that I,((x + y)/2) 5 1 -p(~)d2k. 
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II. Assume, without loss of generality that 
(7.3) 3-&/2i+’ <f&v++. 
Since 9(yi) + 9(y2) 5 1, we have by the above 
(7.4) +~Q)s++E/~~+~. 
IIa/. If 9(x2) L 3 - c/2’+ i, then 9&) - 9(x2) > ~/2~+ i . Moreover, the in- 
equality (7.1) holds for i= 2. Then 
I,((~+y)/2)11 --pI(~)(9(x2)+9Cy2))/251 -p,(8)~/2~+~. 
IIb/. Now, let +-e/2’+ t <9(x2)<+. Then 
(7.5) ‘i’b’z - xz) 5 &‘d - &d 5 E/2 
holds, by (7.4). Let 
El ={nfl,2: [x,-y,] 1(~/2’+~) max (lx,), Iynl)}. 
Similarly as in part I, we find a p(s) > 0, by Lemma 2, such that 
(7.6) I,(& + Y)J’~) 5 1 - P(&)( c 9(x,) + 9cy,))/2. 
El 
First, suppose 
(7.7) c 9(X” -Yn) > (+ik. 
nr3 
If n $Ei and n # 1,2, then 9(x, -y,) s(E/~~+~)(~(x,) + 9QJ). Therefore 
~\(E,u{I,~)) 9(xn-~n)~&/2’+1. Hence and by (7.7), CE, 9(x,--y,J>~/2~+~. 
Next, using the condition (6,), we get C E, (9(x,,) + 9(y,)) rdk2’. Hence, from 
(7.6) it follows that I,((x+y)/2) I 1 -p(e)e/k2i+1. 
Now, assume 
(7.8) c 9&l -YJ 5 (+JE. 
n23 
Since &(x-y) > E, we have 
9(xl-Y1)>((2'-1)/2~)&-9(x~-Yz). 
Then 
(7.9) 9(xl)-9~1)19(xl-Y1)1((2’-2)/2’)&, 
by (7.5). From (7.5) and (7.8) we have C nz2 9((x,,-y,J/2)a/2’-‘<cl. So, by 
Lemma 5 it follows that 
(7.10) E* 9((x, +Yn)/2) 5 E2 9w + E/4, 
since 
“& 9((x, +YnV2 -&I) = I, 9mi -Y,W) 
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and CnZ2 PI 1. Now, using (7.9) and (7.10) we get 
&m + YW) 5 (3)9(-G + W9t.Yl) + c 9(&i) + E/4 = 
nr2 
= 1 - ($7(x*) - &J)/2 + E/4 5 1 - &(+ - 3,. 
which finishes the proof of sufficiency. 
Necessity. The condition (~3,) and the strict convexity of (p on [ - uo, uo] must 
be fulfilled, since L, is strictly convex [4]. 
Assume, on the contrary, there exists an QE (0,l) such that for all JE (0,l) 
there is a ud E [0, uo] for which 
First, suppose there exist a sequence (8,) converging to zero and a sequence 
(u,)c(O, uo] satisfying (7.11) such that { &,)} possesses a point of accumu- 
lation w > 0. One can suppose cp(u,)+@w) and I? (+)&w) for all n EN. 
Since cp( u,) 5 3, there is a t, ~0 such that 
904J + 9(%) + 9urJ = 1. 
Let x,, = (u,, au,,, t,,O, . ..). yn = (QU,, u,, t,, 0, . ..). where xn,yn denote here 
elements of L,. Hence, we have [lx, It+, = 11~~ Ill0 = 1, for each n E N. But 
I,((x, - y,)/( I- a)) = 2yl(u,) r p(w), so 11 x, - y, II cp L cp( w)( 1 - a) for all n E N. 
Moreover, by (7.11), we get 
for each n E N. Hence )[ (x, +~5,)/2 11 P2 1 - S,, a contradiction. 
Now, let us suppose that for each sequence (S,) converging to zero, there is a 
sequence (u,) CR satisfying (7.11) and such that &Q-+0. Assume additionally 
(6,) to be decreasing. One can choose a subsequence (nk)CN such that 
c (9(%7;) f 9(%,)) < 1. 
i?l 
Next, we will construct some sequences (x,), (Ur) CL,. The first step of this 
construction is the following. One can find nk, >n, and ml EN such that 
3 22 ml (904l, I+ 9wq) + I c (904,,) + 9@4,;)) 5 1. is?1 
Then a number tr can be chosen in the following manner: 
9(h) + ~1(9@4,, ) + 9(%,,)) + I c (9ki) + 9(%;N = 1. izl 
Hence it is seen that there exist an increasing subsequence (+,)c (Q) and 
sequences (ml) c N, (t,) c [0, + 00) such that nk, > nl and 
(7.12) + 22 fM904nJ + 9(%,,)) + ;;, (9@4,i) + 9WnJ) 5 1, 
(7.13) 9&I + md904nJ + 9(%,,)) + iE, c9P(q + 9@uq)) = 1. 
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Define 
2m/+ 1 
XI=@I,U~~~W~~ ...,unk,aunk,un,+Ilaun,+,, 4, I I 
Yr = v/, au nk,9 unk,y - * * 9 auntl)un,,aun,+,,u,,+,, 4 I 
By (7.13), it follows I/x,~/~= /IyIIItp= 1 for each IEN. But, by (7.12), we get 
Hence /x, -yl II +, z(+)( 1 - a) for all 1 EN. Also, in virtue of (7.1 I), (7.13) we have 
&((-% +yJ/2(1 - 4r,)) > 
w41 - 4qmw + w(l -&,l)* w4Q + c&w,,)) + 
+ C (1 - 4Jyz(un,) + ul(w$l~ 1 9 izl 
since (I&) is decreasing. Hence 11 (xl +Yr)/2 IIcoz 1 - &, for each ZEN, which 
contradicts the uniform convexity of L,. 
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